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than fixed structural ones as may be the case for acquired
synaesthesia [52]. Broadly consistent with this, it has been
reported that subjects under the influence of psilocybin
have objectively worse colour perception performance
despite subjectively intensified colour experience [53].

To summarize, we presented a new method to analyse
fully connected, weighted and signed networks and applied
it to a unique fMRI dataset of subjects under the influence
of mushrooms. We find that the psychedelic state is associ-
ated with a less constrained and more intercommunicative
mode of brain function, which is consistent with descriptions
of the nature of consciousness in the psychedelic state.

7. Methods
7.1. Dataset
A pharmacological MRI dataset of 15 healthy controls was used
for a proof-of-principle test of the methodology [54]. Each subject
was scanned on two separate occasions, 14 days apart. Each scan
consisted of a structural MRI image (T1-weighted), followed by a
12 min eyes-close resting-state blood oxygen-level-dependent
(BOLD) fMRI scan which lasted for 12 min. Placebo (10 ml
saline, intravenous injection) was given on one occasion and psi-
locybin (2 mg dissolved in 10 ml saline) on the other. Injections
were given manually by a study doctor situated within the scan-
ning suite. Injections began exactly 6 min after the start of the
12-min scans, and continued for 60 s.

7.1.1. Scanning parameters
The BOLD fMRI data were acquired using standard gradient-echo
EPI sequences, reported in detail in reference [54]. The volume
repetition time was 3000 ms, resulting in a total of 240 volumes
acquired during each 12 min resting-state scan (120 pre- and 120
post-injection of placebo/psilocybin).

7.1.2. Image pre-processing
fMRI images were corrected for subject motion within individual
resting-state acquisitions, by registering all volumes of the

functional data to the middle volume of the acquisition using
the FMRIB linear registration motion correction tool, generating
a six-dimension parameter time course [55]. Recent work demon-
strates that the six parameter motion model is insufficient to
correct for motion-induced artefact within functional data,
instead a Volterra expansion of these parameters to form a 24
parameter model is favoured as a trade-off between artefact cor-
rection and lost degrees of freedom as a result of regressing
motion away from functional time courses [56]. fMRI data
were pre-processed according to standard protocols using a
high-pass filter with a cut-off of 300 s.

Structural MRI images were segmented into n ¼ 194 cortical
and subcortical regions, including white matter cerebrospinal
fluid (CSF) compartments, using FREESURFER (http://surfer.nmr.
mgh.harvard.edu/), according to the Destrieux anatomical atlas
[57]. In order to extract mean-functional time courses from
the BOLD fMRI, segmented T1 images were registered to the
middle volume of the motion-corrected fMRI data, using bound-
ary-based registration [58], once in functional space mean
time-courses were extracted for each of the n ¼ 194 regions in
native fMRI space.

7.1.3. Functional connectivity
For each of the 194 regions, alongside the 24 parameter motion
model time courses, partial correlations were calculated between
all couples of time courses (i,j ), non-neural time courses (CSF,
white matter and motion) were discarded from the resulting
functional connectivity matrices, resulting in a 169 region corti-
cal/subcortical functional connectivity corrected for motion
and additional non-neural signals (white matter/CSF).

7.2. Persistent homology computation
For each subject in the two groups, we have a set of persistence
diagrams relative to the persistent homology groups Hn. In this
paper, we use the H1 persistence diagrams of each group to
construct the corresponding persistence probability densities
for H1 cycles.

Filtrations were obtained from the raw partial-correlation
matrices through the PYTHON package Holes and fed to javaplex
[46] via a Jython subroutine in order to extract the persistence

(a) (b)

Figure 6. Simplified visualization of the persistence homological scaffolds. The persistence homological scaffolds Hp
pla (a) and Hp

psi (b) are shown for comparison.
For ease of visualization, only the links heavier than 80 (the weight at which the distributions in figure 5a bifurcate) are shown. This value is slightly smaller than
the bifurcation point of the weights distributions in figure 5a. In both networks, colours represent communities obtained by modularity [49] optimization on the
placebo persistence scaffold using the Louvain method [50] and are used to show the departure of the psilocybin connectivity structure from the placebo baseline.
The width of the links is proportional to their weight and the size of the nodes is proportional to their strength. Note that the proportion of heavy links between
communities is much higher (and very different) in the psilocybin group, suggesting greater integration. A labelled version of the two scaffolds is available as GEXF
graph files as the electronic supplementary material. (Online version in colour.)
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and compute its homology

From a cloud of points, create a simplicial complex
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Figure 3. A sequence of Rips complexes for a point cloud data
set representing an annulus. Upon increasing ϵ, holes appear and
disappear. Which holes are real and which are noise?

assume a rudimentary knowledge of homology, as is to be found in, say, Chapter 2
of [15].

Despite being both computable and insightful, the homology of a complex asso-
ciated to a point cloud at a particular ϵ is insufficient: it is a mistake to ask which
value of ϵ is optimal. Nor does it suffice to know a simple ‘count’ of the number and
types of holes appearing at each parameter value ϵ. Betti numbers are not enough.
One requires a means of declaring which holes are essential and which can be safely
ignored. The standard topological constructs of homology and homotopy offer no
such slack in their strident rigidity: a hole is a hole no matter how fragile or fine.

2.1. Persistence. Persistence, as introduced by Edelsbrunner, Letscher, and
Zomorodian [12] and refined by Carlsson and Zomorodian [22], is a rigorous re-
sponse to this problem. Given a parameterized family of spaces, those topological
features which persist over a significant parameter range are to be considered as
signal with short-lived features as noise. For a concrete example, assume that
R = (Ri)N

1 is a sequence of Rips complexes associated to a fixed point cloud for an
increasing sequence of parameter values (ϵi)N

1 . There are natural inclusion maps

(2.1) R1
ι

↪→ R2
ι

↪→ · · · ι
↪→ RN−1

ι
↪→ RN .

Instead of examining the homology of the individual terms Ri, one examines the
homology of the iterated inclusions ι : H∗Ri → H∗Rj for all i < j. These maps
reveal which features persist.

As a simple example, persistence explains why Rips complexes are an acceptable
approximation to Čech complexes. Although no single Rips complex is an especially
faithful approximation to a single Čech complex, pairs of Rips complexes ‘squeeze’
the appropriate Čech complex into a manageable hole.
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R. Ghrist, Bull. Am. Math. Soc. 1 (2008).
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Figure 2. A fixed set of points [upper left] can be completed to a
Čech complex Cϵ [lower left] or to a Rips complex Rϵ [lower right]
based on a proximity parameter ϵ [upper right]. This Čech complex
has the homotopy type of the ϵ/2 cover (S1 ∨ S1 ∨ S1), while the
Rips complex has a wholly different homotopy type (S1 ∨ S2).

stored as a graph and reconstituted instead of storing the entire boundary operator
needed for a Čech complex. This virtue — that coarse proximity data on pairs of
nodes determines the Rips complex — is not without cost. The penalty for this
simplicity is that it is not immediately clear what is encoded in the homotopy type
of R. In general, it is neither a subcomplex of En nor does it necessarily behave
like an n-dimensional space at all (Figure 2).

1.4. Which ϵ? Converting a point cloud data set into a global complex (whether
Rips, Čech, or other) requires a choice of parameter ϵ. For ϵ sufficiently small,
the complex is a discrete set; for ϵ sufficiently large, the complex is a single high-
dimensional simplex. Is there an optimal choice for ϵ which best captures the
topology of the data set? Consider the point cloud data set and a sequence of Rips
complexes as illustrated in Figure 3. This point cloud is a sampling of points on
a planar annulus. Can this be deduced? From the figure, it certainly appears as
though an ideal choice of ϵ, if it exists, is rare: by the time ϵ is increased so as
to remove small holes from within the annulus, the large hole distinguishing the
annulus from the disk is filled in.

2. Algebraic topology for data

Algebraic topology offers a mature set of tools for counting and collating holes
and other topological features in spaces and maps between them. In the context of
high-dimensional data, algebraic topology works like a telescope, revealing objects
and features not visible to the naked eye. In what follows, we concentrate on ho-
mology for its balance between ease of computation and topological resolution. We

Small radius r Large radius r
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One 2d hole One 2d hole and two 1d holes

Characterise a simplicial complex by 
its holes and their dimensions
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We perform a parameter sweep and generate a filtration.

Persistent homology
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which come into existence at parameter ti and which persist for all future parame-
ter values. The torsional elements correspond to those homology generators which
appear at parameter rj and disappear at parameter rj + sj . At the chain level,
the Structure Theorem provides a birth-death pairing of generators of C (excepting
those that persist to infinity).

2.3. Barcodes. The parameter intervals arising from the basis for H∗(C; F ) in
Equation (2.3) inspire a visual snapshot of Hk(C; F ) in the form of a barcode. A
barcode is a graphical representation of Hk(C; F ) as a collection of horizontal line
segments in a plane whose horizontal axis corresponds to the parameter and whose
vertical axis represents an (arbitrary) ordering of homology generators. Figure 4
gives an example of barcode representations of the homology of the sampling of
points in an annulus from Figure 3 (illustrated in the case of a large number of
parameter values ϵi).

H0

H1

H2
ϵ

ϵ

ϵ

Figure 4. [bottom] An example of the barcodes for H∗(R) in the
example of Figure 3. [top] The rank of Hk(Rϵi) equals the number
of intervals in the barcode for Hk(R) intersecting the (dashed) line
ϵ = ϵi.

Theorem 2.3 yields the fundamental characterization of barcodes.

Theorem 2.4 ([22]). The rank of the persistent homology group Hi→j
k (C; F ) is

equal to the number of intervals in the barcode of Hk(C; F ) spanning the parameter
interval [i, j]. In particular, H∗(Ci

∗; F ) is equal to the number of intervals which
contain i.

A barcode is best thought of as the persistence analogue of a Betti number.
Recall that the kth Betti number of a complex, βk := rank(Hk), acts as a coarse
numerical measure of Hk. As with βk, the barcode for Hk does not give any in-
formation about the finer structure of the homology, but merely a continuously
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Sweeps through the correlations: 
weight rank clique filtration

diagram contains a wealth of information that can be used,
for example, to highlight differences between two datasets.
It would be instructive to obtain a synthetic description of
the uncovered topological features in order to interpret the
observed differences in terms of the microscopic components,

at least for low dimensions k. Here, we present a scheme to
obtain such a description by using the information associated
with the generators during the filtration process. As
each generator, gk

i is associated with a whole equivalence
class, rather than to a single chain of simplices, we need to
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Figure 2. Panels (a – c) display a weighted network (a), its intuitive representation in terms of a stratigraphy in the weight structure according the weight filtration
described in the main text (b) and the persistence diagram for H1 associated with the network shown (c). By promoting cliques to simplices, we identify network
connectivity with relations between the vertices defining the simplicial complex. By producing a sequence of networks through the filtration, we can study the
emergence and relative significance of specific features along the filtration. In this example, the hole defined by (a,b,c,d ) has a longer persistence (vertical solid
green bars) implying that the boundary of the cycle are much heavier than the internal links that eventually close it. The other hole instead has a much shorter
persistence, surviving only for one step and is therefore considered less important in the description of the network homological properties. Note that the births and
deaths are defined along the sequence of descending edge weights in the network, not in time. (Online version in colour.)
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Functional neuroimaging yields time series

No thresholding, all the information is used.



Localising the holes

Lord et al. Persistence Homology of Functional Connectivity Networks

with a “birth time,” βi and when it disappears, it is tagged with
a “death time,” δi. The difference between the two time points
defines its persistence πi. It is important to note that when the
starting network is fully connected, all the cycles eventually die
along the filtration. While it is true that the order in which
edges are introduced can depend on very small differences in the
weights, the same small differences would alter the persistence
or appearance of generators by a similarly small value hence
ultimately producing small variations in the scaffold. This is a
consequence of the robustness theorems for persistent homology,
where one substitutes the usual metric with an extended semi-
metric (Cohen-Steiner et al., 2007; Chazal et al., 2012; Bauer and
Lesnick, 2014).

2.2.4. Homological Scaffolds
The homological scaffolds are secondary networks and were
introduced in Petri et al. (2014) as a mean to summarize part of
the persistent homology of cycles information for the edges. As
they localize the cycles on specific edges of the network, they can
naturally be seen as edge centrality measures that characterize the
importance of links in the original network through the filtration
process, where the weights on the edges represent their centrality.

Two scaffolds are introduced to highlight different aspects of
the importance of an edge in the network: the number of cycles an
edge belongs to and the total persistence of the cycles it belongs

to. The weights of the edges are defined as:

ω
f
e =

!

gj

1e∈gj (1)

for the frequency scaffold H
f
G, and

ω
p
e =

!

gj|e∈gj

πgj , (2)

for the persistence scaffold H
p
G.

The information given by the scaffolds has to be interpreted
with care, see Section 2.2.6 below for a full description of
the limitations. The python library we developed for persistent
homology analysis, that includes the weight rank clique filtration
and the scaffolds generation is available at: https://github.com/
lordgrilo/Holes.

2.2.5. Example
Persistent homology and the computation of the scaffolds can
be illustrated by a simple toy example, which is described in the
following lines and shown graphically in Figure 3. For simplicity,
some of the edges have a weight of zero and are thus not
represented. The first step is the filtration: edges are added in
decreasing order of magnitude. In the example, edges have five

FIGURE 3 | Toy example illustrating the generation of the homological scaffolds. On top The filtration: edges are added in decreasing order of weight

(thickness and color represent the weights) to arrive at the original network at step (5). Bottom middle The barcode encoding the persistence of the two cycles

⟨abcf⟩ and ⟨cdef⟩. Bottom right The persistence (green) and frequency (blue) scaffolds, summarizing the role of the edges in the cycles present during the filtration.

Frontiers in Systems Neuroscience | www.frontiersin.org 5 November 2016 | Volume 10 | Article 85

Persistence and frequency homological scaffolds
G. Petri, P. Expert, et al., Jour. Royal Soc. Inter. 11, (2014).



Placebo Psilocybin

than fixed structural ones as may be the case for acquired
synaesthesia [52]. Broadly consistent with this, it has been
reported that subjects under the influence of psilocybin
have objectively worse colour perception performance
despite subjectively intensified colour experience [53].

To summarize, we presented a new method to analyse
fully connected, weighted and signed networks and applied
it to a unique fMRI dataset of subjects under the influence
of mushrooms. We find that the psychedelic state is associ-
ated with a less constrained and more intercommunicative
mode of brain function, which is consistent with descriptions
of the nature of consciousness in the psychedelic state.

7. Methods
7.1. Dataset
A pharmacological MRI dataset of 15 healthy controls was used
for a proof-of-principle test of the methodology [54]. Each subject
was scanned on two separate occasions, 14 days apart. Each scan
consisted of a structural MRI image (T1-weighted), followed by a
12 min eyes-close resting-state blood oxygen-level-dependent
(BOLD) fMRI scan which lasted for 12 min. Placebo (10 ml
saline, intravenous injection) was given on one occasion and psi-
locybin (2 mg dissolved in 10 ml saline) on the other. Injections
were given manually by a study doctor situated within the scan-
ning suite. Injections began exactly 6 min after the start of the
12-min scans, and continued for 60 s.

7.1.1. Scanning parameters
The BOLD fMRI data were acquired using standard gradient-echo
EPI sequences, reported in detail in reference [54]. The volume
repetition time was 3000 ms, resulting in a total of 240 volumes
acquired during each 12 min resting-state scan (120 pre- and 120
post-injection of placebo/psilocybin).

7.1.2. Image pre-processing
fMRI images were corrected for subject motion within individual
resting-state acquisitions, by registering all volumes of the

functional data to the middle volume of the acquisition using
the FMRIB linear registration motion correction tool, generating
a six-dimension parameter time course [55]. Recent work demon-
strates that the six parameter motion model is insufficient to
correct for motion-induced artefact within functional data,
instead a Volterra expansion of these parameters to form a 24
parameter model is favoured as a trade-off between artefact cor-
rection and lost degrees of freedom as a result of regressing
motion away from functional time courses [56]. fMRI data
were pre-processed according to standard protocols using a
high-pass filter with a cut-off of 300 s.

Structural MRI images were segmented into n ¼ 194 cortical
and subcortical regions, including white matter cerebrospinal
fluid (CSF) compartments, using FREESURFER (http://surfer.nmr.
mgh.harvard.edu/), according to the Destrieux anatomical atlas
[57]. In order to extract mean-functional time courses from
the BOLD fMRI, segmented T1 images were registered to the
middle volume of the motion-corrected fMRI data, using bound-
ary-based registration [58], once in functional space mean
time-courses were extracted for each of the n ¼ 194 regions in
native fMRI space.

7.1.3. Functional connectivity
For each of the 194 regions, alongside the 24 parameter motion
model time courses, partial correlations were calculated between
all couples of time courses (i,j ), non-neural time courses (CSF,
white matter and motion) were discarded from the resulting
functional connectivity matrices, resulting in a 169 region corti-
cal/subcortical functional connectivity corrected for motion
and additional non-neural signals (white matter/CSF).

7.2. Persistent homology computation
For each subject in the two groups, we have a set of persistence
diagrams relative to the persistent homology groups Hn. In this
paper, we use the H1 persistence diagrams of each group to
construct the corresponding persistence probability densities
for H1 cycles.

Filtrations were obtained from the raw partial-correlation
matrices through the PYTHON package Holes and fed to javaplex
[46] via a Jython subroutine in order to extract the persistence
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Figure 6. Simplified visualization of the persistence homological scaffolds. The persistence homological scaffolds Hp
pla (a) and Hp

psi (b) are shown for comparison.
For ease of visualization, only the links heavier than 80 (the weight at which the distributions in figure 5a bifurcate) are shown. This value is slightly smaller than
the bifurcation point of the weights distributions in figure 5a. In both networks, colours represent communities obtained by modularity [49] optimization on the
placebo persistence scaffold using the Louvain method [50] and are used to show the departure of the psilocybin connectivity structure from the placebo baseline.
The width of the links is proportional to their weight and the size of the nodes is proportional to their strength. Note that the proportion of heavy links between
communities is much higher (and very different) in the psilocybin group, suggesting greater integration. A labelled version of the two scaffolds is available as GEXF
graph files as the electronic supplementary material. (Online version in colour.)
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Persistent homology can be used to characterise and 
differentiate datasets. 

Advantages over traditional network analysis methods. 

Localising the homology is crucial for the interpretation 
of the holes and differences.

Take home messages


